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…back for more.  

An account of a Bass Strait sailing adventure aboard SV Chimere involving Rob, Matt and James Latimer, 

plus Eva Metzeling – faithfully supported by “ground-crew” Linda Latimer. 

Saturday 27 December 2014 to Wednesday 7 January 2015 
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Day 1 – Preparations 

 

Saturday, 27 December 2014 
 

Hastings (VIC)  

Christmas celebrations over and our minds 

began turning to other things – adventurous 

things – of sailing, high seas (but not too high) 

and distant horizons; Bass Strait. 

Specifically – packing some clothes, buying 

some food and other things, plus completing 

the many small, and not so small, tasks aboard 

Chimere – checking sails, fueling up, watering, 

stowing gear, lashing down moveable objects 

etc etc.  

Those aboard for the adventure – Rob, Matt 

and James Latimer, plus Eva Metzeling, were 

supported in the task of preparation by Linda 

– Rob’s amazingly supportive wife ! 

After all the hard work, a relaxing night was 

spent aboard by everyone, (including friend 

and mother of Eva, Ann Shoebridge) as 

Chimere sat tied up in the Westernport 

Marina for the last time in a couple of weeks.    

Dinner of fish and chips were eaten at the 

Hastings pier as the unseasonally cold wind 

had a few of us wishing we’d brought 

jumpers.  It was then back to the Chimere 

saloon table for a board game and much 

laughter, before crawling off to our bunks for a 

welcome snooze; recharging our batteries for 

the adventure ahead. 

Smooth seas, fair breeze and nearly at the 

starting line. 

Rob Latimer 

SV Chimere 

 

   

The adventure began with preparations aboard on Saturday 27 December 
2014.  Late the next day we set off on an overnight sail for King Island, 
arriving early Monday morning 29 December 2014. 
 

Instead of exploring the exposed west coast, as originally planned, bad 
weather caused us to choose the more sheltered east coast, anchoring the 
first night at the northern end of Sea Elephant Bay.  It was then onto the 
sheltered harbour of Grassy further south. 
 

New Year’s Day 2015 had us heading south east to Hunter and Three 
Hummock Islands before the next unfavourable wind change hit.  After a 
few days exploring we continued onto the fishing harbour town of Stanley 
on the north west corner of Tasmania. 
 

We returned to Westernport on the morning of Wednesday 7 January; the 
return leg taking around 24 hours, over calm seas, before a steady east to 
north-easterly breeze.   

Westernport Marina 

Hastings (VIC) 

 

King Is 

 

Hunter  Is 

 

Three Hummock Is 

 

Stanley (TAS) 
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Day 2 –The beginning 
 

Sunday, 28 December 2014 
 

Westernport & Bass Strait (VIC) 

It was a lazy start to the day as the final shopping 

list was made and the sunny stillness of the 

morning gave a clue to the lovely weather forecast 

before us – at least for the next 18-24 hours. 

The plan was to complete all the last minute 

things, making good use of Linda’s helpfulness (and 

car), before moving Chimere across to the fueling 

dock in the midafternoon – then away ! 

As sleepy heads emerged from their cabins, 

making their way into the saloon and cockpit to 

chat, who should knock on the side of the hull and 

jump aboard but Steve Cullinan – our ever-helpful 

mechanic, repairman, boat maintenance fellow 

and all-round nice guy – just checking everything 

was OK for our adventure-voyage ahead. 

Steve ran through the many maintenance-tasks he had completed over the past 

week or so – including servicing the engine and generator and the installation of 

the new exhaust – making sure I was familiar with anything new or important.   

 

Steve was aboard long enough for a cup of tea and faced with just a couple of 

music CDs for a 2 week trip, we took the opportunity of asking whether the 

radio/CD player, installed last year, could somehow be plugged into an iPod.  

Steve briefly considered a little white cord that had been hanging on a nearby hook for the past 18 months and quickly 

figured it needed to be inserted into the back of the unit.  At Steve’s insistence, a screwdriver and drill were soon found,  

Above: The “Before Shot” selfie showing 
Matt, Rob and James Latimer in the 
front and Ann Shoebridge (Eva’s mum), 
Eva Metzeling and Linda Latimer at the 
back 

Left: Matt tops up the 5 tanks with diesel   
Right:  James and Matt prepare to untie 
the lines 
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and in a matter of minutes the iPod connector-cord was fully 

operational; saving us from 12 days of listening to just two 

CDs – nice though they are.  

After the final trip to the shops, for those last minute things, 

it was time to kiss Linda good-bye and make our way across 

to the fuel dock in preparation for “launch”. 

The weather remained glorious – sunny sky, light winds – and 

after loading up with 700 litres of fuel (about half full, or half 

empty, depending on your perspective) we let go the lines 

and motored out of the Westernport Marina, waving good-

bye to Linda for the last time – yes she had waited the hour 

or so it took to fuel up, just in case we needed to get any 

really last minute final thing – what a woman! 

Late afternoon soon gave way to early evening, as we sailed 

down the bay and the last of Westernport fell astern - The 

Nobbies, Seal Rocks and Phillip Island.   Seas were calm, the 

wind a steady 15 knots from the southeast with the engine ticking along at 1400 revs helping us maintain 7 knots on our 

southwest course – King Island in our sights. 

So began our first night at sea, with mercifully flat seas, a favourable breeze, clear skies and phosphorescence cascading 

off our gentle bow wave.   

Smooth seas, fair breeze and how long will the calm last? 

Rob Latimer 

SV Chimere 

 

Above: Always a time of tension and focus – Rob carefully 
steers Chimere out of the marina 

Left: James coils the lines as we head out of Westernport 
Marina  
Above: Matt checks all is clear on the way out. 
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Above: Eva’s initial apprehensions are allayed in the face of favourable conditions; and it must be said, some pretty good 
medications on day one that kept her head on the pillow for around 14 hours 
Below: The setting sun over the starboard beam as Chimere clears Westernport Harbour. Sunday 28 December 2014 
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Day 3 – First night at sea 
 

Monday, 29 December 2014 
 

Bass Strait / Sea Elephant Bay (Tas) 

Early morning saw an orange moon 

disappear below a black horizon as 

Matt, James and Rob took it in turns to 

keep watch through the night.   

The much anticipated westerly change, 

accompanied by 20-30 knot winds and 

rain, held off until we were closing Cape 

Wickham on the northerly tip of King 

Island.   

Our good ol’ Perkins engine starred for 

most of the night, chugging along at 

around 1600 revs, allowing us to 

maintain an average speed of 6 knots in 

the face of a lightening breeze; often a 

prelude to change. 

After much anticipation – at least by 

James and Rob who were awake at the 

time – the red sun made an appearance 

making us reflect on the old saying … “red 

sky in the morning shepherd’s warning” … 

which we suspected, also applied to 

sailors.    

As wind changes go, it was rather orderly, allowing us time to 

reef the jib; we’d already reefed the mainsail last night in 

anticipation. 

Then, with our goal of sheltering behind New Year and 

Christmas Islands, off the northwest tip of King Island, in view 

and the wind by now blowing hard off the starboard quarter, I 

had a change of heart, deciding instead to head down the east 

coast of King Island to the greater shelter afforded by Sea 

Elephant Bay and below that the harbour of Grassy. 

As we bore away southeast, the jib was wound up, giving us 

around 7-8 knots speed under a reefed main.  It was a 

comfortable motion, with the wind behind and then off our 

starboard beam as the features of King Island’s east coast slipped past – Navarine Reef (a truly horrible piece of rock 

sticking 1-2 meters above the sea) Boulder Point, Lavinia Point, Nine Mile Beach, Councillor Island, Cowper Point, Sea 

Above: An image from the chart plotter shows Chimere’s track through the night 
– nice and straight on account of the steady southeast breeze.  On reaching Cape 
Wickham at the top of King Island we were met by the anticipated southwest 
change, causing us to decide on an altered course down the east coast of King 
Island instead of the west. (Below)  
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Elephant (of which there are sadly none left), 

then Fraser Beach, where we found a lovely 

snug anchorage on sand, in 7 metres just 250 

metres off shore.   The time was 12:00 noon. 

Wind and rain squalls came and went all 

afternoon as the fast moving clouds 

occasionally allowed the sun to make an 

appearance.   

It was a calm anchorage, although the 

howling offshore wind regularly had us 

tugging at our anchor chain. 

Catching up on lost eating was high on the 

list of things to do; along with sleep.  

Although only the first of these could really 

be applied to Eva.  Having gone to bed last 

night around 10:30pm, Eva reunited herself 

with the world at 12:15 this afternoon – an 

impressive 13 hours plus in a state of 

“hibernation” - I’ll have to find out what 

drugs she’s on.  The good news is that she’s 

now bright and sparky and pretty much as 

hungry as the rest of us – a very good sign. 

 

 

Due to the (large) size of King Island and the remoteness of the east coast – and also as a sign of the amazing 

communications now available, while sailing down the coast, we used my iPhone to book a rental car for tomorrow – a 

Toyota Hi-lux; possibly the last  available vehicle on the island.  In addition, we were able to call the harbour master, 

Michael Wickham, who offered to contact a local fisherman for use of a spare mooring in the harbour of Grassy for the 

next couple of nights.  

Above: Early morning off the northern tip of King Island. What they say about a “… red sky in the morning …”  is true. It soon 
came in grey, windy and rainy from the southwest 
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Meanwhile, back at anchor off the 

northern end of Fraser Beach in the 

expansive Sea Elephant Bay, we spent 

a lazy afternoon - Matt having a go at 

making bread and the rest of us 

sleeping, reading, eating, or writing; 

warm and snug inside, as outside the 

wind howled and the rain came and 

went. 

Interest in dinner was initiated around 

8:00pm as all the ingredients for 

making Tacos began to appear – Matt 

grating carrots and cheese, Eva 

cutting up avocado, tomatoes and 

lettuce, while James took command of 

the mincemeat - this place is starting 

to resemble a resort.    

Meanwhile, despite the ability to plug 

an iPod on the onboard radio-CD 

player, Taylor Swift continues to play 

in the background, making it around 

27 hours NON-stop; the first 24 hours 

being the CD “Fearless”, her first 

album, played on auto-repeat – now 

we are onto her more recent album 

Dinner was a raging success and as the 

wind died down outside it was early to 

bed, in readiness for a big day 

tomorrow. 

Smooth seas, fair breeze and welcome 

to King Island 

Rob Latimer 

SV Chimere 

 

Above: The anchorage off the northern end of Sea Elephant Bay on the east coast 
of King Island provided wonderful shelter  
Below: After 14 hours or so, the sea sickness drugs were starting to wear off and 
Eva never looked back for the next 11 days  
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Above: (l) After the non-stop playing (for 24 hours) of Taylor Swifts first album, Fearless, Eva changes the music – to Taylor Swift’s 
second and more recent album.  (r) There are times when hand steering is better than relying on the Autohelm 

Above: (l) A quiet anchorage, a good feed and all that sea air can lead to relaxation – even sleep.  (r) Albie does another circuit of 
Chimere; always a bit tricky to photograph. 
Below:  (l) Some images are best left aboard   (r) Matt tries to sell the virtues of his first attempt at bread making, combining a crusty 
exterior with a doughy dense interior – “Bread-ettes” … or was that Briquettes  
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Day 4 – Just a hop down the coast to Grassy?! 
 

Tuesday, 30 December 2014 
 

Sea Elephant Bay / Grassy Harbour (Tas) 

The wind blew fiercely all night, 

but Chimere lay snug at anchor.  

Breakfast was served at 8:00am 

or thereabouts, and by 9:30 we 

were away down the coast at 8 

knots, flying a tiny wee jib as the 

wind held at about 30 knots but 

began to veer towards the 

Southwest. 

It was about 20-30 km to Grassy 

Harbour, but unfortunately the 

further we headed south, the 

less protection we were able to 

gain from the land off our 

starboard beam, the result being 

that the seas continued to grow 

in height.  

The southeast coast of King 

Island also tapers off in a south 

westerly direction meaning that 

for most of the time we were 

sailing almost directly into the 

wind and the mounting seas, all 

coming from a southwesterly direction.  This meant the making of 22 tacks before the habour entrance was finally 

reached.   It was all a bit wet and uncomfortable, not to mention cold and bumpy.  But by 1:00pm we had picked up the 

appointed mooring … “past the other boats and the pink float closest to the beach”, as radioed by Janeen in the Harbour 

office.  

After tying up to the sturdy looking mooring it was time for lunch as 

we reflected on our closeness to the shore … but still the water was 2-

3 metres deep.  

Soon after our arrival, a local from the boat club radioed us to ask who 

said we could pick up this particular mooring.  I said Michael, the 

Harbour Master, and asked further if there was anything wrong with 

it.  “No, if Michael said it’s Ok then that’s fine” was his reply. 

 

 

Above: It was amazing that such a small amount of sail could move us along so fast  
Below: Matt held a good course in the dry cockpit 
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Pretty soon our rental car was delivered and we 

headed off around 4:30pm for a short tour of the 

region – making sure to be back to make dinner and 

have an early night. 

The car rental lady mentioned there was a lot of 

“wildlife about” and it soon became evident that all 

the fur-balls, skeletons and lazy carcasses on the road 

were from the many wallabies hopping about the 

district; many of which we saw grazing on the side of 

the road, off in paddocks or just staring off into space 

– none with very much road-sense it must be said. 

 

Above: Every tack, all 22 of them, tells a story, as we slowly worked our way down the east coast of King Island into the 
southwest wind, all the while trying to make the small harbour of Grassy 
Below: It was a good feeling to finally make it into Grassy Harbour and to be tied up to - what we were assured was a safe 
mooring 
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After a few miles we also saw a couple of colourful pheasants on the side of the road and then a bit later an even more 

colourful peacock racing across a field making lots of noise. 

 

 

Above: Off to do some inland island exploring in our rental Toyota Hi-Lux after securing Chimere to the appointed (by the 
Harbour Master) mooring in Grassy Harbour (below) – close to the shore but with adequate depth.  
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We’d been gone maybe 45 minutes when my phone rang and it was the Harbour Master Michael … “Is that Robert with 

the boat?” … “Yes, that’s me” … “well I’ve had a report of the mooring having moved back a bit” 

By now the car is well and truly stopped and halfway turned around, with few other details to report.  Suffice to say, the 

drive back was a bit quicker than the leisurely drive out. 

On arrival back at the harbour it was clear that we had indeed moved closer to the beach and may even be touching 

bottom.  Matt, James and I raced to Chimere in the dinghy leaving Eva to look after the car … and operate the movie 

camera as it turned out. 

 

Once at Chimere, James and Matt climbed aboard the stern with James getting the engine started.  Matt meanwhile 

went to the bow in order to lower the anchor into the dinghy for me to take out into deep water so that we could kedge 

our way off the bottom, if necessary.   

 

Above: On receiving a phone 
call from the Harbour Master 
to say that the mooring had 
dragged, we made a speedy 
return, first in the car, and 
then in the dinghy.  As this 
picture shows, we had 
definitely dragged the 
mooring back and were 
occasionally touching the 
sand  
Left:  Moving Chimere back 
into deeper water it was then 
over to the nearby wharf to 
tie up and assess our next 
move. 
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With the engine started and in 

gear, it was clear that Chimere 

still had sufficient clearance 

below the keel to make way 

and soon the idea of kedging 

us off was abandoned.  I 

climbed aboard to take the 

helm while Matt and James set 

about disconnecting the 

mooring lines from the bow 

cleats.  

In the end it all went rather 

smoothly as we made our way 

across to the wharf, where a 

concerned knot of fellow sailors off the other two boats in the harbour stood directing us where, and how, to tie up. 

Tying up against the wharf, with its regular sea-surge, wasn’t ideal, but it was a lot better than being attached to a dodgy 

mooring; as the wind continued to howl, gusting 45 knots one fellow said!!  

Once Chimere was securely tied up, Matt, James and I went across to the Boat Club to thank everyone for their 

assistance, leaving Eva to prepare what turned out to be a wonderful chicken dinner … on a bed of Jasmin rice.  While 

having a beer in the boat club we were shown a photo in the local paper of a yacht that sank a couple of weeks ago in 

the harbour … the result of a mooring that didn’t hold; very sobering. 

By 9:30pm all the adventure of the day was forgotten as we climbed into bed for a jolly good sleep. 

Smooth seas, fair breeze and never trust a mooring  

Rob Latimer 

SV Chimere 

 

  

Left:  Tying up against the 
wharf wasn’t ideal, with the 
constant sea-surge and dirty 
rubber tyres, but it was better 
than staying on a dodgy , 
under-sized mooring.  
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Day 5 – Day of the car 
 

Wednesday, 31 December 2014 
 

Grassy Harbour (Tas) 

It was better than laying on a dodgy mooring.  And with being tied up at the 

wharf there was always the option of stepping ashore whenever the feeling took 

you, but the jerky motion caused by the effect of the sea-urge on the lines 

wasn’t without its problems; including the messy stains of car-tyre rubber 

transferred onto our fenders from the wharf, then onto the once-white side of 

Chimere. 

As breakfast got under way there was a call from John at the Boat Club to see 

how things were going and offering an alternative mooring; one that was vacant 

and could hold at least 30 tons.   

By now the wind had died down, but I was still very keen to get away from the 

wharf, so I accepted with many thanks.  John finished up by saying … “if anyone 

asks, say that it’s Talbot’s mooring and that John said it was OK” 

So in the end it wasn’t such an early start, as we drove our hire car away from  

Grassy around 11:00am, hell bent on maximizing the next 3 hours of use; given  

it was due back at 2:00pm in Currie on the other side of the island. 

First stop was the 7,000 year old calcified forest, which also required a short walk  

from a bush car park.  This was a fascinating region, with geologist James 

extracting the most value from the experience I suspect. 

 

Then it was onto the “Cheese Shop” … otherwise known as the Fromagerie, or King Island Dairy Co. – where all the tasty 

cheese comes from.   

On the way we passed more wild peacocks, (yes, peacocks) colourful pheasants on the side of the road, a mob of turkeys 

in a paddock and a generous supply of wallabies; most dead on the road in various states of decay, but still enough left 

to hop around – none into our car thankfully. 

Above:  Welcome to Pearshape; 
maybe a reference to … something 
local that’s shaped like a pear … just 
guessing  
Below: The calcified forest  
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Above:  Another selfie – at the calcified forest  
Right & Below: So much cheese, so little time  
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At the dairy place, we watched the obligatory DVD – which 

was very interesting – and then made our way into the 

temperature controlled cheese tasting room, complete with 

pencils, assessment papers and many, many plates with, 

naturally,  different types of cheeses.   

They all tasted delicious to me.  There were Bries, Double 

Bries, Triple Cream Bries, Smoked Cheese, Cheddars … I could 

go on.  I even discovered the difference between a Brie and a 

Camembert.  According to the shop assistant it was 2%; an 

extra 2% fat content, and now I’m not sure which has more – 

possibly the Camembert.  Doh !!  Sorry, Brie. 

We shared the tasting room with an older, presumably retired, 

Indian couple, from … India as it turned out, and they asked us 

which ones we liked.  I’d noticed that the man hadn’t tick the  

“Delicious” column for any of the cheeses and I jokingly 

suggested he was a “hard judge”.  In the course of our 

conversation they revealed that they were staying at Grassy – the very place we needed to return to after dropping off 

our hire car at 2:00pm, but not before exploring (on foot) everything there was to see in Currie. 

We can certainly give you a lift, suggested the lady, adding “we might need to put one in the boot”.  So it was agreed, if 

we saw each other later in the day, at the Museum or down the main street, they would inquire as to whether we still 

needed a lift – way to go !!  

From the cheese place, it 

was onto the kelp place.  

Yes, “kelp” … that seaweedy 

stuff that’s long, strong and 

rubbery.  Apparently it’s 

very useful stuff and after a 

bit of drying, cutting, 

cooking and processing, 

elements of kelp can be 

found in an amazing array 

of products from ice-cream 

to pet food, 

pharmaceuticals and fire 

fighting water – according 

to the brochure. 

Back in Currie we dropped into the local arts and crafts store to fill our car up with diesel … as you do, and then we 

dropped it off at exactly 2:00pm after passing a young lad on a uni-cycle riding down the street; not your average 

everyday sight. 

On foot we then made our way to the fascinating museum – open 2-4:00pm, where we gained a panoramic view of the 

Currie Harbour and surrounding sailing hazards – sorry … rocks, reefs, surf and sand bars. 

 

Above:  Kelp drying on racks near Currie   
Below: Currie Harbour below the local of the museum  
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The sun was shining, the wind was calm and you’d never know that yesterday we were battling down the coast into a 

gale. 

Somewhere in our walking around we stopped into the local bakery for lunch – as featured on the King Island Dairy DVD 

… “featuring only the very best locally produced cheeses etc” … and yes, they were delicious pies. 

James was keen to start cutting into his 2.6kg wheel of Cheddar Cheese, but for the moment this urge would have to 

wait. 

After visiting the museum and reading of all the horrible ship wrecks dating back to the early 1800s, the challenges faced 

by earlier generations of seafarers and settlers really hit home.  In many cases, just tragic. 

Up to this point – around 4:30pm – we’d seen pretty much all there was to see in Currie and we sat on a street-side 

bench to contemplate our next move.  Specifically, how we were going to get 30km across the island, back to Grassy 

Harbour and Chimere – after all, that’s where the New Year’s Eve celebrations were going to be taking place at the Boat 

Club.  

What to do?  Despite our best 

endeavours, we hadn’t spotted 

the Indian couple from the 

earlier cheese factory 

experience. 

A thought occurred to me … we 

were sitting at what looked like 

a bus stop, and hadn’t we seen 

a bus earlier in the day … but 

then maybe that was a tour 

bus, or school bus, NOT a 

commuter bus.  Only one way 

to find out, ask the helpful 

check-out ladies in the IGA 

store in front of us. 

“You wanna go to Grassy do ya” 

… came the helpful response.  “Yes, do you know if there’s a bus travelling that way?” I said in my best puppy-dog voice.  

Another lady on check-out offered … “when do you need to go?  I’m knocking off at 5:00 I can take you” … “There’s 

actually 4 of us … the other three are sitting outside” … “That’s no problem, they’ll all fit, so long as you can wait till 5:00, 

or a bit after”  

I left the store with a spring in my step, thanking “Jenny”, as the name tag said on her uniform, most profusely.  Back at 

the bench, Matt, James and Eva were dividing up the last of the Cadbury family size block of caramello chocolate as I 

skipped back showing two thumbs up.  “Does your man deliver, or does your man deliver !!”   

“Maybe we could get Jenny a small gift to thank her for giving us a lift,”  suggested Eva.    

“We’ve got some cheese in the bag”, someone offered.   

“No.  Not the cheese” … I think that was James. 

So Eva and I walked up to the second grocery store in town to buy a small box of “Roses” chocolates.  After all “it’s the 

thought that counts” 

Above:  Chimere sits proud and safe on her new, secure, mooring in Grassy Harbour 
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Pretty soon, Jenny came by, apologizing for being a 

bit late on account of having to do some of her 

own shopping, and led us around the corner to her 

car – room for all. 

On the drive across the island Jenny shared the 

fact that it was her grandfather who’d taken up 

land on the island after the First World War, with 

her and her husband’s 700 acre beef farm being 

something of a family tradition. 

As it turned out Jenny’s place wasn’t at Grassy, but 

15 minutes away from Grassy, but she was more 

than happy to take us down to the Harbour.  

Thank you so much Jenny !! 

It was now around 6:00pm, and rather than rock 

on to a New Years Eve party we were all ready to 

grab a snack and have an early night.  James barely 

got aboard before cutting a slice from his red-

waxed cheddar wheel and Eva crawled off to have 

a nap, with Matt starting to make a loaf of bread.  

Not sure what I did, but in amongst some tidying 

up and getting gear ready to go ashore 

(remember, the party) I made a stack of very tasty 

looking rissoles to cook on the Boat Club barbie. 

Earlier, I’d suggested to some of the other yachties 

that “sons” Matt and James might share a bit of 

violin and guitar music, which was enthusiastically 

received.  More so by the other yachties, than 

Matt and James I must say, but to their credit,  

they stacked their instruments and music up on 

the deck ready to take ashore.  

In the end we went ashore in two shifts.  James 

dropped me and Matt ashore, leaving the bread to 

bake that extra 30 minutes, oh, and Eva to 

continue sleeping. 

In the end it was a lovely night.  We met a range of 

interesting locals, plus got to know many of the 

other yachties some more. 

One chap called Jim made himself known to me, 

and later his wife Anna.  Apparently Jim had spied us 

through his binoculars the day before, anchored at 

the northern end of Sea Elephant Bay.  Jim had 

actually driven an extra car to the Boat Club on the 

off-chance that we might need a car to run across 

the island to buy provisions.  It was such a generous  

Top:  The Currie museum was well worth a visit open 2-4pm daily 
Middle:  The penguin parade came to us at the Grassy Boat Club 
Bottom: Matt on violin and James on guitar help provide 
entertainment at the New Year’s eve party in Grassy 
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thought, but I had to explain that we were 

intending to head off early in the morning, 

south to Three Hummock and Hunter 

Islands.  “Well if you change your mind” he 

said, “I’ll leave the key out of sight but on 

the front bullbar”   

In the course of our conversation Jim asked 

where we’d sailed in the boat and when I 

mentioned Vanuatu, he asked, “are you in 

this month’s Cruising Helmsman 

magazine?”  To which I felt chuffed to be 

able to say “yes”.   “The latest copy has just 

arrived and I read your article just this 

afternoon”  continued Jim  

Arrr … the pressures and fame of a 

published author?!  

The elderly father of a man named Duncan 

… yes, I did have a beer with him … played 

his banjo and sang a range of tunes, which 

was just fantastic.  Matt and James then 

jammed as best they could with the 

gentleman before later playing some of 

their own music to warm applause. 

Part way into proceedings we were 

somewhat distracted by the large numbers 

of penguins making their way up the nearby 

boat ramp, beach and rocks to their hungry 

and very noisy babies spread across the hill 

over the road.  It was a lovely sight and to 

have the penguin parade come to us, instead of the other way around, was a real thrill. 

Despite some murmurings from one section of the musical duo that he was so tired he was about to fall over and that he 

had no singing voice due to having a cold and his fingers hurt from cuts sustained on the boat and could barely play the 

guitar, the appreciative audience kept the un-named member, James, going till just after 12:00 midnight when a toast to 

the New Year was made by all.  

Back on board we tidied up, lifted the dinghy up in the slings on the stern and set the alarm for 5:30am – in a bit over 4 

hours time.  At least Matt and I did.  We agreed that James and Eva could rest a bit longer on the assumption that once 

we were under way it would just need one of us to be on watch. 

So ended 2014, amongst a bunch of helpful friendly people in a beautiful part of the world.  

Smooth seas, fair breeze and welcome 2015  

Rob Latimer 

SV Chimere 

Above: Some jolly fine rules for teachers, dated 1872. 
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Day 6 – Early start for a New Year’s Day 
 

Thursday, 1 January 2015 
 

Shepherd’s Bay, Hunter Island (Tas) 

It seemed we had only just got to bed and it was time to get up again.  Probably because we did  - and because Chimere 

puppies need more than four hour’s beauty sleep to maintain their vim and vigour – some quite a bit more. 

Nonetheless, with weather patterns coming and 

going at a pretty constant rate in this part of the 

world, we’ve come to realise that it’s better to 

work with Mother Nature, than against her.  With 

the wind expected to be blowing our way – at 

least for the next 8 hours – it was too good an 

opportunity to pass up.  

“Up at 5:30, away at 6:00” … was the skipper’s 

mantra at light’s out as we bobbed gently on a 

nice secure mooring inside Grassy Harbour.  The 

bright wharf lights lit up the immediate region, 

with the raucous noise from the nesting penguins 

and mutton birds on the nearby slopes giving the 

place a homely, eco-friendly feel. 

In the end it only required Matt and myself to 

release the mooring, clear the breakwater and set a 

course southeast towards Hunter and Three 

Hummock Islands.  It was a total 

of around 50-60 miles and with 

the wind over our shoulders 

from the northwest, we 

expected to be dropping anchor 

in time for lunch.  

Seas began to build on the stern 

as we cleared the shelter of King 

Island, causing us to rise and fall 

before each advancing wave.  

But it was a comfortable action, 

with the engine ticking away in 

the background giving us an 

average speed of around 6-7 

knots. 

  

Above: Leaving Grassy Harbour early New Year’s Day, bound for 
Hunter and Three Hummock Islands while the winds was 
favourable. 
Below: With the wind from behind our course from the southern tip 
of King Island to Hunter and Three Hummock Islands was a nice 
straight line. 
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The sea was a dark metal-grey, with the sky offering a range of 

greyish shades, holding off any chance the sun might have of 

breaking through.  The familiar sight of flocking mutton birds 

skimming the waves and the lone albatross – affectionately 

named Alby – soaring with ease, however, gave life to this 

otherwise stark setting.  Certainly my attempts at trolling a 

fishing line were short lived as all it seemed to do was attract 

unwanted attention from the dopiest of the albatrosses; 

presumably a juvenile, not yet able to discern food from non-

food.  

Matt and I continued to alternate between snoozing and 

keeping watch as the miles clicked by and the line on the chart plotter got closer to our eventual destination.   

James, who had not been feeling well, or at least in greater need of sleep, continued to rest in his bunk.  As did Eva, 

whose strength we needed to preserve for her “specialty work” in the galley; a much appreciated and important role 

aboard! 

Closing the northern tip of Hunter 

Island a line of rain-laden clouds moved 

in from the southwest, heralding the 

arrival of the much anticipated wind-

change.  By now it was around 11:00am 

and as Eva sat joyfully in the bow, legs 

dangling either side above the waves, 

we altered course to enter Hunter 

Passage – the narrow stretch of water 

that runs between Hunter and Three 

Hummock Islands. 

Top: Alby the albatross was a regular companion – as were his friends, they all looked the same to us. 
Above: We left King Island early to catch the favourable wind.  Another day and it would be blowing from the opposite direction  
Below: The seascape was grey-on-grey with Eva sitting in the bow and Matt looking out for Hunter Island in the distance. 
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The chart indicated strong tidal flows in this region, with our drop in speed, and the turbulent nature of the surrounding 

sea indicating we were travelling against the flow. 

By 2:00pm we were dropping anchor in the amazingly pristine-looking Shepherd’s Bay, on the east coast of Hunter 

Island.  It was sheltered and sunny, with the white sand, orange lichen-covered rocks and twisted rocky cliffs giving this 

place a special feel.   

Adding to the splendor, a lone sea eagle launched itself from the nearby cliff, then soared and hovered for some time, 

no doubt looking for dinner to feed his/her growing family.  

Thoughts aboard moved to lunch, with Eva and James preparing an amazing spread.  (Good thing we rested them) 

Outside, Matt and I prepared the large dinghy on the foredeck for launch; untying the tarps and lashings, while emptying 

it of the many items stored within– so that’s 

where I stored all that stuff!  

After lunch Matt’s lights went out, as he 

reclined in a sleeping posture on the saloon 

seat.  Eva read her book on the sunny 

foredeck, with James pulling out his painting 

gear to capture the surrounding beauty on 

“canvass” – not quite what I had in mind 

initially when he said he was going to do 

some painting, what with rust-spots on the 

deck to sand back and teak-work needing a 

touch-up.  Ah well, not for me to stand in the 

way of an artist. 

After fixing the portside ladder, which had 

broken during the stormy weather a few days 

back, I then turned my attention to the 

making of bread; specifically, burger-buns to 

go with last night’s leftover rissoles, in the 

creation of “Chimere Burgers, or Ch-urgers”, 

complete with pineapple, beetroot, eggs, 

bacon, cheese and tomato, plus a choice of 

sauces from tomato through to Tobasco.  Is this a cruise ship or what.? 

Top & Above: Shepherds Bay on Hunter Island made a wonderful 
overnight anchorage; at least until the wind changed 180 degrees. 
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With the afternoon closing fast it was decided to 

venture ashore to soak up the last of the sun-bathed 

beach, soon to be cast in shadow by the low, scrubby 

bush behind.  There was also a rumour that swimming 

might take place, this being summer after all, with the 

blue sky helping to distract at least me and Eva from 

the fact that whilst the water is currently warmer than 

the usual 13 degrees of Winter, it’s probably still  not 

much more than that now. 

After some initial coughing and blue smoke, the 25hp 

Yamaha motor on the back of the large dinghy, 

performed as expected, racing us to the beach, and 

later the full length of the long beach, up on the plane 

and near to warp-speed – probably over 25 kts – in a 

matter of minutes.  

Once ashore, Eva fulfilled her promise of a … “I will if 

you will” … swim, and after the initial, rather bracing 

shock of the cold, the water actually felt a certain 

warmth as we splashed about, using flippers, masks 

and snorkels to explore the nearby rocks and kelp bed.  

Valuable stuff that kelp as we learnt on King Island. 

Maybe the word “warmth” shouldn’t have been used 

when describing the water, but compared with the 

cooling effect of the wind on the exposed body, it was 

certainly warmer to stay in the water than stand about 

idle. 

Back on board, Eva and James came through with their amazing burgers, (affectionately 

referred to as “Best Buns”) – which were definitely too big to get your laughing gear 

around, at least not without sneaking up from the edges. 

After receiving the latest weather forecast it was agreed to remain at anchor, but definitely 

be ready to move across to Three Hummock Island in the morning, with predictions that a 

big blow from the East and then Northeast was due within the next 12 hours; no longer 

making this the sheltered retreat that it is currently. 

Following main course, the ice-cream was cracked open for the first time, accompanied by choc fudge and chocolate 

cake.  For any sailors reading this, I can assure you, the previous sentence is not a misprint. 

It was 8:30pm and sleep overcame me like a mist, which all agreed might be because of the previous late night, then 

early morning, then a succession of busy activities.  I was excused from washing up duties and after checking the anchor, 

doing my teeth and tidying up a bit on deck, I crawled off to sleep; and warm my toes which had remained chilly 

following the earlier swim.   

Smooth seas, fair breeze and an anchorage made in heaven  

Rob Latimer 

SV Chimere 

Above: It may have looked like a tropical paradise, but the 
waters of Bass Strait always seem to be cold.  Below: After a 
swim (by Eva and Rob at least) it was a chance to get the large 
dinghy up the plane. (and one of Eva & James’s burgers) 
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Day 7 – All hands on deck!! 
 

Friday, 2 January 2015 
 

Three Hummock Island (Tas) 

We always knew it would come.  It was just a question of when.  Wind shifts can be like that.  One minute it’s all serene, 

calm and under control, the next it’s … not. 

So when the anchor alarm began beeping, and we finally extracted the noise from the dreams of our deep sleep, it was 

all hands on deck – with the ships bell in the galley getting a good work out. 

In the space of a few minutes the wind had moved from southwest to east, causing us to swing on the anchor with the 

lovely sheltered beach of Shepherd’s Bay now over the stern instead of the bow; a lee shore. 

It was 5:30am, the sun was 

showing signs of life in the 

eastern sky, and pretty soon we 

had the anchor up and we were 

underway; across Hunter Passage 

to Chimney Corner on Three 

Hummock Island.   

In the 30 knot east-to-

northeasterly blow that was 

expected to build throughout the 

morning, Chimney Corner was 

shown on the chart and in the 

Cruising Guide for the region, as 

the best place to be.  By now it 

was around 7:30am and as 

breakfast was completed the 

rolly motion of the sea just 

seemed to get worse and worse, 

to the point that we were having 

to re-stow and grab things before 

they toppled off onto the floor.  

Sure, it was relatively sheltered, the 

chop was slight and the sight of a small ancient wharf and a few old buildings onshore gave it a homely feel, but the 

persistent rolly swell that met us beam on was becoming a bit too annoying. 

“How about we head around that point and see if the next bay is any better?”, I offered after considering the chart a 

little deeper.  It was shown not as a recognized anchorage, but the smaller, more confined features of the bay around 

the point seemed, on paper at least, to give us the same amount of wind protection, but likely without the annoying 

swell from tidal flow of nearby Hunter Passage 

Anchor up once more, and away we went.  This time with the tide, as it turned out, doing 7 knots with the engine just 

idling. 

Above: The Three Hummock Island anchorage near Chimney Corner was a special 
place. 
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The chart gave no name to this small 

cove, located immediately south of Bears 

Island and before the much bigger, 

Coulomb Bay to the northeast.  But the 

closer we got, the calmer and more 

picturesque it became.   

We maintained a good lookout for “lone 

submerged rocks” as we inched our way 

forward, but there before us lay a 

wonderful white sand beach, to our right, 

and because it was low tide, a multitude 

of boulders, large and small, strewn close 

to the beach and extending maybe 500 

metres off to our left – to Bears Island, 

which was really just a giant collection of 

more boulders a few metres off shore, full 

of birds, and more birds. 

After anchoring, and observing this 

amazing scene it became apparent that 

some of the bigger rocks in the un-named 

bay were surrounded by water, albeit 

they were close to the beach.   

As Eva prepared some food in the galley I 

asked, “what are you going to name the 

small islands in the bay”    

After a small amount of consideration, 

Eva declared, “I’ll call the first one Eva Isle 

One, and the second one I’ll call Eva Isle 

Two, and the third one … Eva Isle Three …”  

As for the un-named bay in which we now 

anchored, on my chart it is now marked 

as Eva Bay, although we later learned it 

was Spiers Bay 

Outside the wind just got stronger and 

stronger, but close to the shore, in 5 metres 

of water, with little to no rolly action, it was 

warm and snug inside.   It was sunny and I 

don’t know whether it was initially a joke, but Matt declared, “why don’t we have a picnic on Eva Isle One?”. 

“Great idea”, everyone replied.  “Oh lets do” 

So it was decided, we’d have a picnic … an “extreme picnic”  on the small clump of rock towards the shelter of the 

beach, 200 metres off our port bow. 

Above: An extreme picnic on one of the larger rocks in the bay, dubbed “Eva 
Isle One” was a real challenge in a howling northeast gale. 
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Whilst the idea might have been spontaneous, the preparation and departure was to take a lot longer.  Not surprising 

that Matt and James felt it important to create an “Expedition Flag” befitting the claiming of this new land and I had 

promised to make two loaves of bread. 

It was 3 o’clock before the last of the picnic 

things were lowered into the dinghy for the 

30 second dash to Eva Isle One.  Little had 

been left behind, with the variety of fare 

being best described as sumptuous - 

blankets and cushions just adding to the 

Edwardian excess of the occasion. Although 

as we soon discovered, anything that was 

not really heavy, wedged between rocks, or 

held in your hand, quickly blew away, 

necessitating a dash down the side of the 

rock to the water’s edge to prevent it from 

heading out to sea. 

All declared “Eva Isle One” to be a truly 

enchanted place, although what it lacked in 

vegetation, soil, or economic potential, it 

certainly made up for in 360 degree views, 

open-living appearance and a rustic rocky 

vibe. 

By 4:00pm the tide had receded further, 

allowing easy access to the beach.  The next 

three hours were then taken up with exploring the stunning array of rocks and boulders that extended out to Bears 

Island – all the while the wind kept howling from the northeast 

Back aboard, Matt and James worked their way through a series of games … Ludo, Backgammon, Chinese Checkers with 

mixed results but from what I could gather there were some Ludo rules James would like to modify and Eva knocked up 

another lovely dinner, with a special mention to Linda back at home for making the frozen chicken “nuggets” which 

went well with mashed potato, beetroot and a selection of carrot and celery sticks.   

Matt and James’s flag was taking shape, however the glue for attaching the dragon and mermaid was having difficulty 

sticking, so I spent my time bag-stitching all the colourful elements to the white background. 

Sleep came very easily and with another wind shift due I thought it prudent to sleep in the cockpit, right next to the 

anchor alarm, in case a swift response was in order.  

Smooth seas, fair breeze and all calm in Eva Bay  

Rob Latimer 

SV Chimere 

  

Above: Another four hours and the 3-4 metre tide would soon cover all but 
the tops of the rocks. 
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Day 8 – Time to explore ashore 
 

Saturday, 3 January 2015 
 

Eva Bay, near Bears Island Three Hummock Island (Tas)  (Actually known as Spiers Bay we discovered) 

By sunrise, the wind was dying off 

and become variable, with the 

warmth of the sun’s rays 

encouraging Eva to dive 

overboard for a swim, followed 

soon after by me, James and 

Matt.  It truly was a glorious 

morning, with the warm northerly 

air flow being in stark contrast to 

much of the past week’s cooler 

influence. 

Instead of going ashore at this 

beach we hauled up the anchor 

and motored the short distance 

around the point to Chimney 

Corner where James, Eva and I took the dinghy ashore, 

then wandered the short distance up to the collection of 

houses and outbuildings on the hill.  It was here that we 

met the island’s only human inhabitants, John and Bev 

O’brien – Sydney residents by birth, but living for the past 

six years here at Three Hummock Island, where they 

maintain the island for the Park’s Service and the absentee 

lease holder.   

  
Above: Shortly after dawn is was warm enough to actually 
feel like going for a swim – Three Hummock Island 

Above: Eva follows captain’s orders to apply sun cream to 
Matt, and receives expected “uninvited guest” treatment. 
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John and Bev also run a B&B on the island and with a 

grass airstrip nearby, seem to have a regular flow of 

customers flying in from Tassie, Lilydale, Moorabbin 

and many other places besides. 

We were generously shown around by John and Bev, 

who clearly make wonderful hosts, with their 

combination of dry humour, enthusiasm and 

passion. 

They even explained how the rocky outcrop near to 

where we had anchored became known as Bear’s 

Island.  Apparently years ago, the young daughter of 

a previous island resident lost her toy teddy bear on 

the island and so in an attempt to console her they 

named the spot Bears Island.  You’ll be pleased to 

know that in due course the teddy was finally found, 

so the story has a happy ending. 

The view from John and Bev’s dining room was truly 

stunning, with Chimere framed at anchor below in 

one window with their telescope providing a 

detailed view of every last feature on board.  No 

Matthew in sight.  He was probably below deck 

trying to find the fault with the Autohelm which had 

just decided to play up. 

After a couple of hours being spoilt by Bev and John, 

being shown their cottage salt-making business and 

back-room kelp processing operation, oh, and a cup 

of tea actually made in a tea pot, it was time to 

return to Chimere.  Particularly after Matt radioed 

us to say that due to the change in tide, Chimere 

had now spun 180 degrees on her anchor; but of 

course we could see that from John and Bev’s place. 

On land the temperature certainly felt warmer, with 

a very balmy 28 degrees showing on the house 

thermometer, making another swim an essential 

next step before heading off to Cave Bay. 

So off we motored, this time with the Ebb tide going 

our way – south.   

Eva prepared lunch on the way – a hop of barely one 

hour – while Matt steered (Autohelm still not 

behaving) and I extracted all of the anchor chain from the bow, laying it on the deck.  This isn’t something I’d normally 

do, with 120 metres of 13mm steel chain, all 500kg of it,  normally remaining hidden down deep in the anchor well, 

Top: Meeting only residents of Three Hummock Island, John and 
Bev O’Brien   Middle: Familiar Cape Barren Geese parents and 
baby  Above:  View of Chimere at anchor from John  and Bev’s 
lounge room window – just glorious. 
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however, with the first 20-30 metres of the 

chain showing a bit more rust that usual, I 

thought I’d make the distant end of the 

chain – showing no signs of rust – the 

beginning and the rusty beginning, the new 

end. 

Trouble was, the pin in the large steel 

shackle connecting the chain to the anchor 

was stuck and so it took a pair of very large 

stilson spanners (monkey wrenches) to 

persuade it to open up. 

Our approach to Cave Bay showed clearly 

how it got its name with a massive dark 

opening in the cliff face on the nearby 

headland revealing the entrance to what 

must be a large cave. 

The sea was calm and the wind all but 

spent as we drifted into the bay, just clear 

of the small waves lazily breaking on the 

beach, where we dropped our anchor in 

about 4 metres of water.  If the tide was 

HIGH, this might be a problem, what with a 

tidal range of 2-3 metres, but it was now 

low tide and so 4 metres was at the lower 

end of the range. 

With Matt’s latest attempt at breadmaking 

due out of the oven in another 20 minutes, 

we set about preparing to go ashore in order 

to explore the cave.  Nature, however, had 

other plans, with dark grey clouds, complete 

with lightning and thunder, emerging from 

the other side of Hunter Island showing that rain and wind was on its way.  We were not disappointed.  It did indeed 

poor with rain, accompanied by a serious lightning and thunder performance.  

Cave exploring would have to wait till tomorrow, with dinner of spaghetti bolognaise soon underway (by James) as the 

rain came down and the thunder continued to rumbled outside – lucky there’s nothing tall around her to attract the 

lightening ??!!  

After dinner we all went to bed early, in anticipation of tomorrow’s early morning’s exploring ashore.  Then, in the 

afternoon, the intention was to set a course for Stanley on the northwest tip of Tasmania.  Weather forecast, at this 

stage, looks good, if not a bit chilly from the southwest. 

Smooth seas, fair breeze and finally some cave exploring tomorrow  

Rob Latimer 

SV Chimere 

Top: Our approach to Cave Bay provided a good view of the cave itself 
Above: Our plans to go ashore late in the day were put on hold as another 
change, plus thunderstorm, came through. 
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Day 9 – Cave Bay to Stanley 
 

Sunday, 4 January 2015 
 

Cave Bay in morning, then onto Stanley (Tas) 

For a normal day aboard 

Chimere it was a relatively 

early start – excluding  

emergencies, anchor alarms 

and sudden wind changes, 

with the galley bell rung at 

the appointed time of 

7:30am, or thereabouts. 

Breakfast was well underway 

by 8:15 and Matt took it 

upon himself to make 

breakfast, … from the Hungry 

Matt’s Breakfast Range … 

“mattMuffins”  for everyone, 

comprising … “only the best 

natural ingredients nature 

can provide” … which 

included bread made 

yesterday (by Matt) eggs, 

bacon and cheese.  They 

really did taste yummy. 

With plans to go ashore by 

9:00am, things were 

progressing well.  To fill in time I carefully re-stowed the anchor chain in its rightful spot up front and was nearly done 

when I was asked the question skippers always fear … no, dread … “any secrets to unblocking the toilet … ?  

After trying all the usual things … brush, wire … thinker wire, it was then time to study the hoses .. inlets, outlets, venting 

valves at the top of the loop, hose connection clamps, potential blockage spots, could it be an air-lock … and no, we 

don’t have a plunger.  After a considerable amount of effort, all to no result, we decided to give it a break and return 

later.  After all, there’s a perfectly good No. 2 toilet across the corridor on the port side.  Just that it’s not electric. 

Along with last night’s thunderstorm came a steady southwest wind, (with a bit of chill in it), that seemed to get stronger 

and stronger – keeping the wind generator working, but making this anchorage less than perfect, particularly after it 

moved to the south at similar speed. – no longer off the beach, but from the southern end of the beach.  

The motion of the boat was not uncomfortable, but I felt less inclined to leave her unattended with the wind blowing so 

strongly.  So around 10:30am I dropped Matt, James and Eva ashore, with a day-pack full of useful things, including a 

two-way radio, then returned to Chimere to maintain an anchor-watch and make some more bread; plus conduct a bit 

of tidying up. 

Above: Rob stayed aboard as Matt, James and Eva searched for the Cave ashore 
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Despite the strong wind, the waves on the beach weren’t overly large, so we didn’t get too wet on landing. 

As a variation to the usual bread-making-in a-tin … this time I 

thought I would mix up two batches – one to make a loaf of 

bread, the other to make 4 rolls topped with grated cheese and 

chopped up ham – just like in the shops. 

Meanwhile, our intrepid cave explorers ashore had reported via 

radio that they were making their way around the rocky coastline 

but unfortunately the high tide limited the amount of available 

rock on which they could clamber.  Then finally, after more than 

an hour James radioed … “we can go no further” . 

Looking over the stern of Chimere I could see the three explorers 

as small dots in the distance, definitely stumped by a rock, with a 

rising cliff behind and the lapping sea below – no chance of 

progress. 

Back aboard, my cheese and ham 

rolls were coming along famously 

and were ready to come out of 

the oven when around 2:00pm, a 

call from shore indicated they 

were ready for a pick up. 

After picking Matt, James and Eva 

up in the dinghy, we then headed 

around the headland in search of 

the hitherto unfound cave – or at 

least a view of the cave from sea.  

Of course this revealed that our 

intrepid explorers had stopped 

just 50 metres short of their 

eventual goal, however, as James 

explained, “The risk of climbing 

over those last boulders, just 

wasn’t worth the potential 

satisfaction to be gained.”  

It was then back to Chimere, 

where we lifted the dinghy back 

onto the deck, lashed it down, 

raised the anchor and headed off 

southeast the 30 or so miles, to 

Stanley; all the while Eva prepared lunch using the previously made cheese and bacon rolls.  

For the run to Stanley the conditions were perfect.  Flat seas and a steady breeze off the starboard beam, plus it must be 

said, a favourable tide, getting us up to 8, 9 and nearly 10 knots at times.  

Top: Eva, Matt and James, with Chimere in the background, put on a brave face after a 
considerable amount of rock-hopping in search of the cave  
Above: If the weather was kinder and the tide lower, an attempt at a landing would have 
been made  
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The rocky feature dominating the town of Stanley, known as “The 

Nut” could clearly be seen from a long way off, with its details 

becoming more and more distinct the closer we advanced.  By 

7:00pm, with the warmth of the evening sun in our eyes, we made 

the final turn – a hard right, through the narrow rock-wall 

entrance into the small fishing harbour of Stanley.  The sheer, rock 

cliffs The Nut towered 100 metres or more above us as we neatly 

tied up to the piles of the wharf.  With a 4 metre tidal range and 

this being low tide, the wharf also towered above us, with a long 

steel ladder being our only way of reaching ground level. 

Having phoned ahead and left a message for the Harbour Master it 

was reassuring to see him drop by after half an hour or so,  (this 

being a Sunday) to say …”you’ll be right there till the morning 

mate.  We’re expecting a few boats in to unload, but you might 

have to just move along a bit”. 

Once Chimere was secured, we all wandered into town, watching 

the sun set over the bay and the last of its rays climbing the 

eastern face of the The Nut only to leave it in shadows. 

By reading some of the tourist plaques in town we discovered that 

the harbour of Stanley dates from 1827 – very early in the life of 

Australia, with the town becoming a more serious concern around 

15 years later in the 1840s.  The Prime Minister of Australia for 7 

years in the 1930s, Mr 

Joseph Lyons, (described 

as a dissident Labor 

minister who became a 

conservative Prime 

Minister) once lived in 

one of the houses, with 

his wife, Mrs Enid Lyons – 

mother to 11 children – 

later becoming the first 

female member of 

parliament, a position she 

maintained from 1943 to 

1951 

Returning to the stillness 

of the boat we could hear 

the raucous noise of the 

penguin rookery on the 

slopes of the hills rising 

behind the concrete wharf 

carpark and nearby road; a 

“Penguins 500m” road sign 

indicating that this again was a case of the penguin parade coming to town.  

Top: A bit challenged in the height department, Eva could read the compass okay, but past 
the bow was sometimes a problem.  Above:  The fishing harbor of Stanley, with the imposing 
“Nut” behind, was a wonderful place.  
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Eva knocked up another culinary delight around 10:00pm and by 

12:00 midnight, we were definitely starting to fade; the lights might 

have been on but there was nobody at home.    

Around this time the abalone boat parked astern of us – Diamantina 

III, had their deck lights on and the lads aboard were enjoying a few 

drinks to the sounds of INXS -  obviously NOT going to sea tonight.  

“Not making too much noise are we?” inquired one of the 

deckhands who introduced himself as Robert – an easy one to 

remember – in a happy, personable manner.  “Here, have a drink!”, 

yelled a well-inked man I came to know as the skipper.  Well, one 

thing led to another and not wanting to be an unsociable neighbor, I 

stepped aboard and in the course of the next 45 minutes learned 

pretty much everything there is to know about abalone diving.  I 

was given a tour of their amazingly well equipped vessel -  the 

engine room (with almost full headroom) housing their new 1000hp 

Yanmah diesel motor and 80kva Isuzu generator, 18 ton holding 

tanks, crews quarters, galley and bridge etc etc. 

“What about sharks when you’re diving ?  Do you ever see sharks?” I 

innocently asked.   

“Our sharks are friendly” one bloke volunteered.  “Yeh, not like the 

WA sharks, they’re nasty” (there might have been a few other 

adjectives used to describe the WA sharks which I’ve omitted.  

Eventually I returned to Chimere to find everyone, surprise, surprise, asleep !! 

Sleep came easily 

Smooth seas, fair breeze and oh, so calm in here. 

Rob Latimer 

SV Chimere 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Above:  Stanley was another place where the 
penguin parade comes to you. 
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Day 10 – Lazy day in Stanley 
 

Monday, 5 January 2015 
 

Stanley Boat Harbour (Tas) 

The calmness of the harbour, combined with the 

lateness of last night’s bedtime (plus a small spot 

of revelry it must be said) saw the crew of the 

good-ship Chimere rise rather late, with breakfast 

comprising more of Matt’s, now famous, 

mattMuffins. 

It was indeed a lazy start, but by 2:00pm a plan to 

mount an assault on The Nut, towering above us, 

was hatched. 

The choices were clear … we could take the 

chairlift to the top, or we could walk the steep zig 

zag track to the summit … or, just one of us 

could catch the chairlift and the other three 

could walk. 

Matthew, quick to pick up on the suggestion, 

volunteered to catch the chairlift if that’s what 

everyone decided. 

In the end, because “we are a gang, and we do 

everything together”, we trudged our way to the 

top, Matt and James occasionally running ahead 

in order to beat the other to the next corner 

where there was invariably a park bench looking 

out to sea. (They are still brothers after all) Who 

won these bursts of energy I don’t know, but 

someone had to stay back to keep Eva company 

as we lifted one foot in front of the other, ever 

up up up. 

The sky was clear, the sun was shining and there 

was a gentle breeze coming in from the southwest 

as we began the 2km walk around the rim of the 

“mountain”, stopping at each lookout for a rest and to soak up the serenity.  

There was certainly an amazing view, down to the lovely Chimere nestled against the wharf below, and all the way to  

Three Hummock Island and beyond.  Evidence of Mutton Bird burrows could be seen everywhere – hence the need to 

keep to the track, plus not wanting to fall down the 100 metre sheer cliffs.   We also saw a small wallaby eating his 

lunch, plus a pair of lizards sunning themselves on a rock.  There was also a person in a paraglider buzzing up and down 

the coast, looking very much like a motor mower with a seat and a parachute attached.  

Above:  The climb to the top of The Nut exercised our see-legs and 
gave us a wonderful view of the surrounding district; and of course 
Chimere, safely tied up below. 
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The walk down put almost as much 

stress on the legs as the walk up but 

then it was onto the small (and only) 

supermarket and general store to see 

if we could buy a toilet plunger.  With 

the starboard (electric) toilet still not 

flushing, despite our pathetic 

attempts at occasionally pressing the 

button in the vain hope that 

something might have changed since 

last time.  It must be said that we are 

trying every option before actually 

dismantling the motor and macerator.  

Mmmmm. 

No plunger at the shops, unfortunately, so we will continue 

to use the (manual) toilet on the port side, although I 

managed to acquire a key to the facilities ashore, so for our 

stay in Stanley at least we have no problem. 

Back at the boat around 4:30pm, there was just time to 

wander over to the Wooden Boat shed and Museum and 

fishing tackle shop – seemingly run by the Harbour Master, 

Les – and keeper of the key to the onshore toilet facilities. 

The museum contained lots of interesting artifacts and 

boating items, plus posters of ship wrecks and paintings - 

even an historic outboard motor, lamps, and propellers, and I must say it’s the 

first museum where everything had a price either attached, or written on it 

somewhere, blurring the line between museum and garage sail, or should that 

be sale. 

Given lunch was substituted for breakfast, and it was too early for dinner, but 

we’d missed out on lunch, a state of confusion prevailed, particularly after our 

strenuous walk which had left us all a bit hungry – but of course not wanting to 

spoil our special dinner.  “Special”, because it was to be at the local seafood 

place Hersey’s – in recognition that our sailing adventure was fast coming to 

an end.  

In the end we had a “snack” from the generous stores aboard and after some 

further tidying up, above deck and below, we wandered off to Hersey’s around 

7:15pm 

All agreed that dinner at Hersey’s was a worthwhile exercise, with three of us 

ordering the “Fisherman’s Basket” – a great standby for the ones who really 

didn’t know what they wanted, thinking that everything looked a bit tasty. 

 

Top: Chimere safely tied up at the 
wharf  Above: Eva outside the 
Hursey seafood store and James on 
the inside checking out the crockery 
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It was then back to Chimere, where we finished off the last of the ice-cream (plus chocolate cake) and watched a couple 

of short videos together.  Would you believe it … “James 21” (starring our very own James and produced for his 21st 

birthday three years ago by Matt) and “Bass Strait Fury II” (a classic in the Latimer sailing movie genre and soon to be 

joined by Bass Strait Fury III) 

Tomorrow we head out to sea again, with the northerly voyage back to Westernport expected to take around 24 hours; 

our arrival at The Nobbies designed to coincide with the incoming tide (we’ve learnt not to fight Westernport tides if it 

can be avoided)      

We were all in bed by 11:00 with sleep again coming easily  

Smooth seas, fair breeze and our last night in Tasmania 

Rob Latimer 

SV Chimere 

  

Above: Bed time at the Stanley wharf, as we prepare to return to Westernport tomorrow 
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Day 11 – Crossing the ditch 
 

Tuesday, 6 January 2015 
 

Bass Strait Crossing (Tas) 

After another blissful night tied up in Stanley Harbour, we finally untied the 

lines around 10:30am, hoisted sail, cleared the headland and set a course for 

home – Hastings in Westernport. 

Someone unkindly said, “so we’re going back to Australia…” luckily out of 

earshot of any locals, although given the beautiful remoteness of the place you 

couldn’t blame some of them for wanting to become their own country.  But 

nice as wilderness is, it doesn’t always pay the bills. 

Key amongst the final considerations in preparing for the return, was of course 

the all-important weather report; with southern and northern Bass Strait 

sometimes experiencing distinctly different weather, and of course we’d be 

passing through both over the next 24 hours. 

In the end it seemed almost too good to be true – wind from 

the easterly sector at 15-20 knots, seas less than 1 metre, 

sky clear and moon full and bright – all lasting for the next 2 

days - unbelievable. 

One further task to perform, prior to leaving Stanley, was 

the attachment of Chimere’s figurehead, in the form of a 

doll, dressed in pink, and Christened “Taylor” after the two 

CDs of Taylor Swift we have been listening to – almost non-

stop – for the past 11 days.  I must say, it did look a bit 

weird, being tied to a fisherman’s wharf and seeing Matt, 

James and Eva fastening a very-pink doll, with blonde 

flowing locks – now platted thanks to Eva – with small 

lengths of string, to the ships bow.  Of course the practice is 

something of a tradition and who am I to stand in the way of 

tradition?!   

Our course back home was almost due north, with the wind 

coming in over our starboard beam and the sails eased  

enough to push us along at an average of around 7 knots.  It 

was lazy sailing and throughout the day Matt knocked out 

another loaf of bread and cheese and ham rolls – although 

one looked a bit burnt, but upon closer inspection it turned 

out to be vegemite – another little culinary experiment there.  

Above: Matt took the lead in lashing “Taylor” to the bow – 
Chimere’s new figurehead 
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Throughout the day we took it in turns at steering – oh, I should mention, despite Matt’s best intentions, and a phone 

call back to the “electronics guy” in Melbourne, we couldn’t get the auto-pilot working.  Bit of a disappointment really, 

given that it had been serviced prior to departure and worked OK for the first 8 days.  Then all of a sudden it would steer 

us off to the right, but not to the left – like some politicians I could name, but we’re on holidays! 

So hand steering was the order of the day – like the good olde days?!  Rest assured we tried using rope and string to 

“lash the wheel”, in order to hold a straight course, but the longest we got this to work was around 20 minutes. 

Fishing was once more attempted, with our troll line finally coming through with the goods.  Although the 18 inch long 

barracouta would probably go down as the dumbest, most unlucky fish in all of Bass Strait – we was the only fish we 

caught in 11 days. 

Above: The Nut at Stanley soon fell away as we made good time on our course across Bass Strait to Westernport  
Below: The chartplotter shows our track for the past 11 days and our current course from Stanley to Westernport 
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Sleeping and eating were popular activities 

aboard and as a red sun descended into the 

western horizon and an orange moon ascended 

a short time later from the eastern horizon, Eva 

set to work making another lovely dinner in the 

galley – and thank you Linda for pre-cutting 

and then freezing all the meat!! 

Throughout the night the wind picked up a few 

times, pushing our speed above 8 knots, then a 

couple of times it died away causing us to start 

the motor, which had a dual benefit of charging 

the batteries. 

Having joined us earlier in the day, dolphins 

again kept us company through part of the 

night; the glistening moon bathing the waves 

and Chimere in a silvery light, giving us a good 

view of the dolphin’s antics at the bow 

The chartplotter showed the many other 

vessels passing in our vicinity, one of which was 

the Spirit of Tasmania, charging along at more 

than 20 knots; probably quite oblivious to our 

presence a couple of miles off. 

The mainsail was shortened around 3:00am 

(Wednesday 7 January) when things got a bit 

blowy, and then as the sun rose in the east, 

shortly after the moon set in the west – I love 

the way they do that – our approach to 

Westernport was almost complete. 

Smooth seas, fair breeze and nearly home 

Rob Latimer 

SV Chimere 

  

Above: Ahhh, the Big Blue … reading, catching fish (a fish) and watching 
dolphin from the bow. 
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Day 12 – Journey’s end 
 

Wednesday, 7 January 2015 
 

Westernport Marina, Hastings (VIC) 

The night passed with each crew member 

taking their watch in turn, fighting sleep and 

wishing the auto-pilot hadn’t decided to go on 

the blink. 

Through the night silent triangles could be 

seen on our chart plotter, some going from 

left to right, others right to left and still others 

moving up and down – each depicting another 

vessel on its particular journey.  It’s a system 

called AIS – Automatic Identification System  - 

which not only shows the position, direction 

and speed of each vessel, but other 

information as well, such as vessel name, 

destination, size and type; eg tanker, 

passenger, pleasure craft, cargo etc.   It’s a 

great help when holding course and at the 

same time keeping out of the way of big objects 

that could do us harm, but of course it doesn’t 

beat a good ol’ scan of the horizon every now 

and then with a pair of eyes. 

Around 6:00am the sun rose an orange disk in 

the east once more, as on the bow, The 

Nobbies at the tip of Phillip Island, could be 

seen emerging from the mist.  Not far to go 

now. 

By 8:00am we were entering the Westernport 

Channel and with the benefit of the incoming 

tide – at least for the second half of the 

journey up the bay – made it into our old 

familiar berth at the Westernport Marina 

around 10:30am.  

Ground-crew-Linda was there to meet us, 

complete with car and trailer, and as we 

stepped ashore the heat and stillness of the 

day really hit us; all 35 degrees of it.  

 

Above: Almost home and there’s another glorious sunrise.  A welcome 
sight after a night’s hand steering 
Below: Closing in on Westernport 
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The next 1-2 hours was spent packing, 

cleaning and carting gear to the car – all the 

while sweating and panting. 

Soon enough we were home and the 

clothesline was full of jackets and wet 

weather gear being hosed down, the 

washing machine was doing overtime 

(along with the air conditioner)  and un-

eaten food was being sorted and packed 

away.  

To the crew, Matt, James and Eva, we 

shared a wonderful adventure together and I 

thank you most sincerely for your hard work, 

patience, enthusiasm and company.    

Smooth seas, fair breeze and here’s to the next adventure 

Rob Latimer 

SV Chimere 

Top: Silhouette of The Nobbies on Phillip Island in the morning sun 
Above: Ground-crew Linda is there to pick us up 


